British embassy at Dublin set ablaze

DUBLIN, Feb. 2—Thousands of demonstrators stormed the British embassy here today setting the building ablaze, reports RTÉ.

They hurled dozens of homemade molotov cocktails against the facade of the building.

The attack came after two successive nights of demonstrations outside the building following bloody clashes between British and Irish civilians in Northern Ireland last Sunday.

Young men scaled the facade of the embassy, smashing windows with hammers and tossing an Irish flag onto one of the balconies.

The angry crowd also burned a portrait of British Prime Minister Edward Heath.

Pak Army action

Teachers killed, schools destroyed in Sirajganj

SIRAIGANJ, Feb. 2—About eighty per cent of the educational institutions in the subdivision were either burnt or destroyed by the Pak Army and their collaborators during their stay last year, says BBS.

Discussing this the subdivision officer told the BBS special correspondent that an assessment of the loss was going on.

The SDO also informed the correspondent that three high school teachers were killed by Pak Army during their period of stay.

Two of those teachers belonged to Sirajganj Janadayine High School and the others to Haripur High School.

Replying to a question the SDO said that 55 collaborators of the subdivision had been arrested and remanded in jail custody.

They were now awaiting trial.

Three major road bridges besides many smaller ones were totally destroyed by the Pakistani Army during their period of stay.

The Sub-divisional Officer of Sirajganj said that those bridges were located in the stretch of road from Ullapara to Baghbari Ghat. As a result, he said, normal transport and trade had been severely affected. Although buses were plying along diversion roads near those bridges heavy traffic is very slow because of the extremely risky path.

The SDO informed the correspondent that an assessment of the loss from the repair of those bridges was going on.

He however, expressed his doubt about the repair being possible by the end of 1972.

would relinquish its claim to Pakistan occupied Kashmir.